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Abstract

Much work in the space of NLP has used com-001
putational methods to explore sociolinguistic002
variation in text. In this paper, we argue that003
memes, as multimodal forms of language com-004
prised of visual templates and text, also exhibit005
meaningful social variation. We construct a006
computational pipeline to cluster individual in-007
stances of memes into templates and semantic008
variables, taking advantage of their multimodal009
structure in doing so. We apply this method to010
a large collection of meme images from Red-011
dit and make available the resulting SEMAN-012
TICMEMES dataset of 3.8M images clustered013
by their semantic function. We use these clus-014
ters to analyze linguistic variation in memes,015
discovering not only that socially meaningful016
variation in meme usage exists between subred-017
dits, but that patterns of meme innovation and018
acculturation within these communities align019
with previous findings on written language.020

1 Introduction021

One objective in variationist sociolinguistics is to022

study how social factors contribute to differences023

in the way people use language. Work in natural024

language processing has followed this tradition, of-025

fering large-scale analyses of how language use is026

conditioned on geography, (Eisenstein et al., 2010;027

Hovy and Purschke, 2018; Demszky et al., 2021),028

community (Del Tredici and Fernández, 2017; Zhu029

and Jurgens, 2021b; Lucy and Bamman, 2021) and030

time (Hamilton et al., 2016). This work is im-031

portant not only because language variation often032

exposes shortcomings in NLP tools, which are pri-033

marily developed for standard language varieties034

(Blodgett et al., 2016), but also because variation035

often embeds social meaning. We make inferences036

about people’s social class, regionality, gender, and037

much more based on the way they talk (Campbell-038

Kibler, 2009; Zhang, 2005), and we strategically039

use language to actively construct and perform040

identities (Labov, 1963; Bucholtz and Hall, 2005).041

Figure 1: Meme templates can be visually diverse, but
often provide the same semantic function; in this case,
all four templates show a scalar increase.

Most of this work has focused on lexical or 042

morphosyntactic variation in written texts. How- 043

ever, language exists beyond text or speech. In 044

face-to-face interaction, multimodality in language 045

has been construed as features like co-speech ges- 046

ture, facial expression or body movement (Perniss, 047

2018). In online communication, previous work 048

has extended the term to include the interplay be- 049

tween images and text (Kress and Leeuwen, 2001; 050

Zhang et al., 2021; Hessel et al., 2023). Understand- 051

ing text in isolation is insufficient to understanding 052

how we communicate online. 053

In the space of multimodal online language, 054

memes are interesting for their compositionality. 055

They consist of a base image (the template) as 056

well as superimposed text (which we refer to as the 057

fill). For example, the “Drake” template depicted in 058

figure 2 serves the semantic function of expressing 059

a preference relation between the fills. This same 060

Drake template can be used to express preference 061

relations between a range of fills; at the same time, 062

multiple different templates can share the same or 063
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Figure 2: Memes are multimodal constructions where
the base image template and additional text fills both
have semantic value.

similar semantic function, as illustrated in fig. 1064

for the function of “scalar increase.” We refer to065

this set of functionally equivalent templates as a066

semantic cluster.067

In this work, we follow the variationist sociolin-068

guistics tradition by treating templates as variants069

and semantic clusters as variables, observing how070

social factors might contribute to the distribution071

among these variants. To conduct this analysis, we072

develop a method for identifying semantic clusters073

by exploiting the visual structure of meme tem-074

plates and the linguistic structure of meme fills. We075

use this to create the SEMANTICMEMES dataset of076

3.8M Reddit memes1 grouped into semantic clus-077

ters and validated with a human evaluation. Finally,078

we use these semantic clusters to perform a series079

of case studies demonstrating their use in study-080

ing linguistic variation, linguistic innovation, and081

linguistic acculturation. We find that:082

1. socially meaningful variation in template083

choice exists between subreddits;084

2. subreddits that first introduce a new template085

continue to use it more than others; and086

3. users who stay in a subreddit for longer tend087

to use templates distinctive to that subreddit.088

These findings illustrate the ways in which memes089

function as multimodal acts of communication, and090

how methods from computational sociolinguistics091

can shed light on meaningful variation within them.092

2 Methods093

To study variation in meme use, we need to identify094

the meme variables that organize a collection of095

meme instances—the individual memes that are096

1We make data and code under available under the MIT
license at [anonymized]

created and posted online by specific people at spe- 097

cific moments in time. We create a pipeline that vi- 098

sually clusters meme instances into templates (i.e., 099

the same memes that differ by variation in fills) by 100

exploiting the visual similarity between them; and 101

linguistically clustering meme templates into se- 102

mantic clusters by exploiting the similarity among 103

the fills used in different templates. Fig. 3 provides 104

an overview of the process, which involves first 105

clustering instances into templates (§2.1), and then 106

clustering templates into variables (§2.2). 107

2.1 Visually clustering instances 108

Our process starts with a set of meme instances, 109

which we wish to group based on visual similarity; 110

this process serves to group memes into their base 111

templates as well as filter out many non-meme 112

images. This is difficult due to the massive number 113

of images as well as the amount of variation in 114

zoom, crop, borders and other visual details. We 115

lay out the steps of the process here, but provide 116

further details and example images in Appendix A. 117

We first preprocess images to remove any solid 118

color framing elements to isolate the base image, 119

then follow Zannettou et al. (2018) and Morina and 120

Bernstein (2022) in extracting templatized memes 121

by running a perceptual hashing algorithm. 122

We then compute the pairwise Hamming dis- 123

tance between hashes that occur more than 10 124

times, discard any pairs where the distance was 125

greater than a cut-off dmax = 10. We use the 126

Leiden clustering algorithm to perform clustering 127

(Traag et al., 2019).2 The Leiden algorithm iter- 128

atively finds well-connected subgraphs; we con- 129

struct a graph where image hashes were vertices 130

and the edge weight was eij = dmax − dij + 1 131

for vertices i and j, where dij was the Hamming 132

distance between them. 133

The clustering algorithm splits aggressively— 134

instances with similar base images may be split 135

across multiple templates due to variations in the 136

zoom, crop, and borders. We find the next step, 137

which clusters based on the fill text, serves as a 138

remedy by placing many of these duplicate tem- 139

plates into the same semantic cluster. Appendix A 140

contains examples of template clusters. 141

2.2 Linguistically clustering templates 142

Given a set of meme templates, we want to iden- 143

tify clusters of those templates that have a similar 144

2We found that using DBSCAN, as was done in prior work,
resulted in many images being put into a single noisy cluster.
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Figure 3: We group visually identical meme instances into templates, and extract the fills using OCR. This data is
used to learn semantic embedding representations of templates, which we use to generate semantic clusters.

semantic function—i.e., that are used to assert a145

similar relation among the text in the fills (such as146

a comparison function exemplified by the Drake147

meme in fig. 2). These semantic clusters are the148

linguistic variables of analysis: discrete sets of vari-149

ants which share a semantic function but vary in150

the social meanings they index.151

We apply the key intuition that people will use152

certain templates to make certain classes of state-153

ments (comparison, declaration, surprise); as with154

any other language, fills that are “grammatical” for155

one template may be nonsensical in another. Tem-156

plates that share similar sets of fills, then, may157

perform a similar function over them.158

To cluster templates using this principle, we ex-159

tract the fill text from meme instances belonging to160

a template (§2.2.1), learn semantic representations161

for templates based on the distribution of text fills162

(§2.2.2), and cluster those representations (§2.2.3).163

2.2.1 Extracting fill text164

We extract text (along with the bounding boxes con-165

taining it) from meme instances using EasyOCR.3166

We use the order of the bounding boxes as a rough167

signal for the position and ordering of the text,168

but do not incorporate the bounding coordinates169

directly into the models described below.170

Some meme templates contain text in the base171

image. To prevent these from trivializing the172

semantic embedding task, we remove bounding173

boxes with text that was identical in over 90% of174

the memes in a given template cluster.175

2.2.2 Learning semantic embeddings176

We examine four methods for learning semantic177

embeddings of memes, each described in more de-178

tail below: a RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) classifier179

fine-tuned to predict the template given the fill text;180

3https://github.com/JaidedAI/EasyOCR

a CLIP model (Radford et al., 2021) fined-tuned 181

on (fill text, image) pairs; the vector difference 182

between fine-tuned and pretrained CLIP embed- 183

dings (CLIP-diff); and concatenating CLIP-diff and 184

RoBERTa embeddings (Concat). 185

Text-only RoBERTa. In the text-only model, we 186

fine-tune a RoBERTa model on a sequence classifi- 187

cation task to predict a distribution over templates 188

given the fill text as input. We separate text in dif- 189

ferent bounding boxes in a meme with a separator 190

token when passing it into the model to impose a 191

rough, linear notion of space. 192

After fine-tuning, we take the weights of the fi- 193

nal classification layer W ∈ R768×N as the embed- 194

dings, where N is the number of templates. Intu- 195

itively, RoBERTa is an encoder model that projects 196

the fill text into a latent semantic space. The final 197

classification layer can be thought of as a projec- 198

tion from that latent space into the discrete space 199

of templates. Therefore, the transposition of the 200

weight matrix can be viewed as a mapping from 201

templates into the latent semantic space. 202

Multimodal CLIP. In learning the embeddings, 203

the text-based RoBERTa model does not have di- 204

rect access to the image features in the templates. 205

We experiment with using both the image and text 206

data by fine-tuning a CLIP model. 207

We fine-tune CLIP using a contrastive loss be- 208

tween the embedding of a meme instance and its 209

fill text. To prevent the model from cheating by 210

reading the text in the image, we sample a meme 211

instance with different text but the same template. 212

This fine-tuning step modifies the image embed- 213

ding to align with fill text, which implicitly de- 214

scribes the semantic function of the meme, instead 215

of with the pretraining dataset of image captions, 216

which explicitly describe the contents of the image. 217

CLIP generates embeddings of meme instances. 218
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(a) Declaration (b) Unpopular statement

(c) Surprise narrative (d) Similarity / parts of a whole

Figure 4: Examples from semantic clusters generated from RoBERTa embeddings; visually diverse clusters emerge
even for complex semantic functions like a surprise narrative.

To generate template embeddings, we randomly219

sample up to ten instances of a template as input for220

the image embedding module. We then compute221

the average image embedding of those instances.222

We don’t embed the fill text for this step, since fill223

text greatly varies between meme instances that use224

the same template, but the image templates should225

be more or less visually identical.226

CLIP-diff. It is possible that the fine-tuned227

model contains a notion of meme semantics that is228

in tension with the pretraining task of image cap-229

tioning. To isolate the meme-specific knowledge230

learned by fine-tuning, we calculate the difference231

between the fine-tuned CLIP embedding of an im-232

age and the embedding from the base CLIP model.233

CLIP-diff + RoBERTa. Finally, we concatenate234

the CLIP-diff and RoBERTa embeddings to incor-235

porate both the visual features from CLIP as well236

as the semantics learned by the RoBERTa model.237

2.2.3 Semantic clusters238

To group templates into meme variables, we use239

Leiden clustering on the template representations240

from the embedding models. Following literature241

on using embeddings in later layers of language242

models (Timkey and van Schijndel, 2021), we first243

standardized the template embeddings before cal-244

culating the cosine similarity.245

We construct an adjacency matrix from the top246

50 nearest neighbors for each template embedding,247

weighting edges as a function of the ranked cosine248

similarity. We provide details about this process249

in Appendix B. We generate semantic clusters by250

running the Leiden algorithm on this graph. 251

3 SEMANTICMEMES Dataset 252

We used the pipeline described above to gener- 253

ate semantic clusters from a dataset of 27.9M im- 254

ages collected from Reddit (Baumgartner et al., 255

2020). We scraped image posts from the top 1000 256

most active subreddits with “meme” in name (e.g. 257

r/HistoryMemes). Temporally, the dataset 258

spans the decade between 2011 and mid-2021. 259

We fine-tuned both the RoBERTa and CLIP mod- 260

els for three epochs on memes whose template ap- 261

peared at least 100 times in the dataset. We used an 262

80/10/10 split of train, dev and test data, ensuring 263

there was no leakage of fill text between splits. 264

Using the pipeline with the RoBERTa model 265

results in 784 semantic clusters spanning 6,384 266

templates and over 3.8M meme instances. Figure 4 267

shows some templates that appear in the same se- 268

mantic cluster. The dataset includes posts to 655 269

subreddits by 908,917 users. We include examples 270

and descriptive statistics for clusters generated with 271

each of the embedding models in the appendix. 272

4 Evaluation 273

We evaluate the coherence and visual diversity of 274

semantic clusters derived from each model using 275

human judgment. We design an evaluation task 276

in which annotators are presented with a pair of 277

templates, and randomly vary if the templates are 278

drawn from the same or different semantic clusters. 279

They are asked to evaluate whether the two tem- 280

plates are 1) semantically similar and 2) visually 281

similar. We define semantic similarity as being able 282
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Model Precision Visual-adjusted
RoBERTa 0.78 0.44
CLIP 0.65 -0.09
CLIP-diff 0.69 0.18
Concat. 0.70 0.30

Table 1: Comparison of cluster quality for different
embedding models. CLIP-based models yield clusters
that are biased towards visual features.

to reasonably substitute the text from one template283

into the other with minor changes. We define vi-284

sual similarity to include sharing a similar art style285

or source (e.g., two different templates featuring286

Spongebob). We include example pairs in the ap-287

pendix; one strong source of visual similarity (cf.288

Appendix Fig. 17) are sets of templates that are289

largely identical in their form but that exhibit slight290

variation in size, crop, and margins.291

We collect judgments for the top ten semantic292

clusters from each model most commonly repre-293

sented in our dataset as well as a random selection294

of ten clusters from each model. For each cluster,295

we sample 10 pairs. We find strong interannota-296

tor agreement (Krippendorff’s α=0.75). From the297

human judgments, we calculate ps (the probability298

that a pair of templates are semantically similar if299

they appear in the same cluster) and pv (the equiv-300

alent measurement for visual similarity) for each301

model. We use precision as the evaluation metric302

because, to measure variation, it is more important303

each semantic cluster is semantically coherent and304

visually diverse, but less important that all relevant305

templates are surfaced within the same cluster.306

Our goal in this work is to explore meaningful307

semantic variation across visually diverse memes,308

since memes that are visually similar (e.g., slight309

variations on the same template) have trivially sim-310

ilar semantics. Accordingly, we design a measure311

of visually adjusted precision based on Cohen’s κ:312

padj =
ps − pv
1− pv

,313

Intuitively, this metric represents the extent to314

which the semantic clusters agree with annotator315

judgments of semantic similarity while controlling316

for correlations with visual similarity. A negative317

score means the model clusters based on visual318

similarity instead of semantic coherence.319

Table 1 presents the results of this evaluation.320

Introducing any visual features results in some321

clusters based on visual similarity instead of se-322

mantics; accordingly, RoBERTa clusters have the 323

highest visually-adjusted precision (significant w.r.t 324

to CLIP and CLIP-diff for a 95% bootstrap CI). 325

Semantic clusters provide a strong separation 326

between content (the semantic cluster) and style 327

(the choice of template within a semantic cluster). 328

In other words, the choice of semantic cluster is 329

what a user is trying to say, and the choice of a 330

template within that cluster is how they are saying 331

it. In the remainder of the paper, we use the clusters 332

generated from the RoBERTa embeddings, which 333

have the highest visual-adjusted precision, for our 334

case studies on linguistic variation and change. 335

5 Linguistic variation 336

The sociolinguistic study of variation centers 337

around the linguistic variable, which captures dif- 338

ferent ways of saying the same thing. The spe- 339

cific choice a speaker make varies systematically 340

based on information such as the speaker’s identity, 341

their relationship to interlocutors, sociopragmatic 342

context, among many other factors (Tagliamonte, 343

2006). Through variation, language conveys social 344

meaning (Nguyen et al., 2021). 345

There is a rich body of work that aims to analyze 346

linguistic variation computationally. Often, the fo- 347

cus is on lexical variation (Bamman et al., 2014; 348

Zhang et al., 2017; Zhu and Jurgens, 2021a); se- 349

mantic variation in online communities (Lucy and 350

Bamman, 2021; Del Tredici and Fernández, 2018); 351

or orthographic variation in online text (Eisenstein, 352

2015; Stewart et al., 2017). In our view of memes 353

as language, we ask the same kind of question: 354

RQ1: Does the template choice within a semantic 355

cluster vary systematically between communities? 356

Methods. The semantic clusters form our vari- 357

able context, and set of templates within any given 358

semantic cluster form a discrete set of choices with 359

the same semantic value. We use the weighted log 360

odds-ratio to compute the extent to which a tem- 361

plate is specific to a given subreddit compared to 362

all other subreddits, relative to the other templates 363

in a semantic cluster (Monroe et al., 2017; Jurafsky 364

et al., 2014). We find the templates that have a 365

statistically significant association with a subred- 366

dit (z-score > 1.96); the semantic clusters these 367

templates belong to are in variation: a community 368

prefers one variant over the others in this cluster. 369

Results. We find 94 out of 784 semantic clus- 370

ters exhibit statistically significant variation, span- 371
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r/memes r/Animemes

(a) Declarative

r/memes r/dndmemes r/MinecraftMemes

(b) Scalar increase
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Figure 5: Subreddits exhibit variation in the preferred templates within a semantic cluster. All are statistically
significantly overrepresented in their respective subreddits, p < 0.05.

ning 391 different templates. Figure 5 shows how372

functionally similar memes take different forms in373

different communities.374

Speakers use language to construct their social375

identities (Bucholtz and Hall, 2005). We find that,376

not only do subreddits prefer certain variants of a377

template over others, but they choose templates that378

index into a localized cultural knowledge, making379

cultural allusions to characters or celebrities.380

For example, the orange Drake template (fig. 5c,381

left) is used frequently in general purpose meme382

subreddits like r/memes, but alternatives are used383

in other subreddits. One version that is specific384

to r/dndmemes (which discusses the role play-385

ing game Dungeons and Dragons) replaces Drake386

with Matthew Mercer, a voice actor who stars in a387

popular Dungeons and Dragons web series (fig. 5c,388

middle).389

Linguistic variants usually become associated390

with identities through a gradual process in which391

the association slowly permeates public awareness392

(Eckert, 2008). In general, a phonological variable393

does not inherently index any given identity. How-394

ever, the multimodality of memes permits greater395

expressiveness—a meme in r/Animemes might396

use the anime art style, indexing into the aesthetic397

of that community explicitly.398

6 Linguistic innovation399

Equally as important as the study of synchronic lin-400

guistic variation is the study of diachronic linguistic401

change. Language change has been heavily stud- 402

ied in natural language processing (Rosenfeld and 403

Erk, 2018; Martinc et al., 2020; Zhu and Jurgens, 404

2021b). We focus on understanding the innovation 405

of meme templates within a semantic cluster. 406

RQ2: Do new meme templates co-exist with pre- 407

existing templates in the semantic cluster, or does 408

the most popular template monopolize the cluster? 409

When multiple templates that fulfill the same 410

function appear, we expect there to be competition. 411

Prior work has observed this competition between 412

lexical choices, with two outcomes: new words 413

replace old ones that serve the same function, but if 414

similar words have discourse-relevant differences 415

in meaning, they can coexist (Karjus et al., 2020). 416

Methods We measure the entropy of semantic 417

clusters over time. If meme templates ultimately 418

co-exist, we would expect entropy to increase; if a 419

subset of templates dominate, we would expect the 420

entropy to converge to a lower value. 421

For each semantic cluster, we group posts by 422

the age of the semantic cluster in years at the time 423

of posting. We define the “birth” of the cluster as 424

when the first instance of a template in that cluster 425

was posted. Within each year, we calculate the 426

entropy of template distribution within each cluster. 427

It is possible that some clusters have low entropy 428

early on due to data sparsity. To account for this, 429

we filter to semantic clusters that have existed at 430

least 5 years with at least 30 posts in all years, and 431

resample with replacement within each year such 432

6
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Figure 6: On average, semantic clusters diversify over
time. Very old semantic clusters are rarer, leading to
larger confidence intervals in later years.

that every year has the same number of posts. Ulti-433

mately, we conduct our analysis over 146 semantic434

clusters that span over 950K posts.435

Results Entropy steadily increases in the years436

following a semantic cluster’s initial introduction437

(Figure 6). This suggests that no one meme tem-438

plate grows to become the de facto template for all439

users; there is steady variation. This is supported440

by our findings in Section 5 that there are socially441

meaningful differences between variants.442

RQ3: Do new templates diffuse widely or occupy443

a niche?444

Language change is often socially motivated;445

a community can opt to use a particular variant446

to distinguish themselves from others (Trudgill,447

1986; Giles and Powesland, 1975). Thus, we might448

expect meme templates to be most specific to the449

subreddits in which they were first introduced.450

Methods We measure the extent to which tem-451

plate variants are ultimately specific to the subred-452

dits that originated them.453

We filter our dataset to templates which occur at454

least 200 times. For each template, we identify a455

set of “seed posts”, which we define as the first 100456

posts using the template. We then filter to templates457

with a subreddit that comprises the majority of the458

seed posts, which we call the “origin subreddit.”459

We modify the method from (Zhang et al., 2017)460

to measure the specificity of a template-subreddit461

pair by using the positive pointwise mutual infor-462

mation (PPMI) between templates and the subred-463

dits in which they are used, matching other work464

in NLP (Church and Hanks, 1990; Jurafsky and465

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
% of first 100 posts in origin subreddit

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5
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M

I

Group
Origin subreddit
Other subreddits

Figure 7: Communities that lead the introduction of a
new template continue to use it more than others.

Martin, 2009). Formally, we calculate 466

PPMI(t; s | c) = max

(
log

P (t | s, c)
P (t | c) , 0

)
, 467

where P (t | s, c) is the probability of template t 468

appearing in subreddit s and semantic cluster c, 469

P (t | c) is the probability of template t in that 470

cluster globally, and templates are only compared 471

against others within the same semantic cluster. We 472

calculate the PPMI over non-seed posts to measure 473

the specificity of a template after its introduction. 474

Results For each template, we compare the PPMI 475

for origin subreddits with the average PPMI of 476

all other subreddits. Figure 7 shows a significant 477

positive correlation between the proportion of seed 478

posts that originated in the origin subreddit and 479

the eventual specificity of template. These results 480

support previous findings that lexical innovations 481

succeed when filling in a social niche (Altmann 482

et al., 2011; MacWhinney, 1989). 483

7 Linguistic acculturation 484

Finally, we study how users alter their meme post- 485

ing habits as they spend more time in a subred- 486

dit. Previous work on linguistic acculturation show 487

that users adopt more community-specific language 488

as they become enculturated within a community 489

(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Srivastava 490

et al., 2018). We can ask a similar question here: 491

RQ4: Do veteran users in a subreddit use more 492

community-specific templates? 493

Methods To answer this question, we measure 494

the average specificity of a user’s posts in succes- 495

sive months after they enter a community. We once 496

7
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Figure 8: Veteran (acculturated) users employ more
subreddit-specific meme templates.

again calculate the PPMI of templates as a measure497

of specificity; this time, we calculate the value over498

the full range of the dataset.499

For each user in a subreddit, we bin their posts by500

30-day windows starting with their first post in the501

subreddit (i.e., for each month after they joined),502

and compute the average PPMI of their posts for503

that time period. We filter the dataset to users with504

at least 10 lifetime posts and subreddits with at505

least 30 such users. To prevent extremely popular506

subreddits from unduly influencing the results, we507

sample up to 100 users from each subreddit to com-508

pute the average across all subreddits. This yields509

a total of 3,174 users in 130 subreddits.510

Results We find that acculturated users use tem-511

plates that are more specific to the communities in512

which they post (Pearson’s r = 0.074, p < 0.001),513

shown in Figure 8. Our finding aligns with exist-514

ing literature on linguistic acculturation as well as515

theories in new media that memes are cultural cap-516

ital. The “correct” use of memes can demonstrate517

a user’s assimilation into a shared language and518

identity (Nissenbaum and Shifman, 2017).519

8 Related work520

Prior work on memes in NLP and social computing521

has largely focused on two tasks: meme understand-522

ing and modeling how memes originate and spread.523

Our work offers novel methods and perspectives at524

the intersection of these areas of research.525

Meme understanding encompasses a number of526

discrete tasks, including classifying if memes con-527

vey harmful messages (Kiela et al., 2021; Qu et al.,528

2022), labeling emotion (Mishra et al., 2023), and529

detecting humor (Tanaka et al., 2022) or figura-530

tive speech (Liu et al., 2022) within them. While531

these can generally be framed as classification 532

tasks, other work generates open-ended explana- 533

tions of visual humor using large multimodal lan- 534

guage models (Hwang and Shwartz, 2023; Hessel 535

et al., 2023). Our work complements this existing 536

body of research by inferring semantic variables in 537

an unsupervised approach, leveraging the implicit 538

structure within memes by modeling modeling tem- 539

plate semantics separately from the fills. 540

In modeling the internal structure of memes, our 541

work draws on existing research examining the 542

relationship between fills and templates to match 543

semantic roles to entities within harmful memes 544

(Sharma et al., 2023a) and mapping fill text to ex- 545

planatory background information (Sharma et al., 546

2023b). We hope that our method of construing 547

templates as semantic predicates can contribute to 548

this body of work. 549

In the social computing space, another line of 550

research focuses on understanding how memes 551

originate (Morina and Bernstein, 2022) and spread 552

across platforms (Zannettou et al., 2018). These 553

treat meme templates as discrete tokens. We model 554

template semantics, which have the granularity to 555

enable analysis of variation and social meaning. Qu 556

et al. uses CLIP to understand how memes evolve 557

as they spread. While they use the text in com- 558

ments to model the high-level concepts indexed by 559

particular variants, we use the fill text of memes to 560

model low-level template semantics. 561

9 Conclusion 562

In this paper, we analyze memes as a form of lan- 563

guage subject to the same kinds of sociolinguistic 564

variation as other modalities, such as written lan- 565

guage and speech. We propose a new approach 566

to understanding meme semantics, taking advan- 567

tage of the multimodal structure of memes to learn 568

semantic representations of templates from an un- 569

labeled dataset. We use this method on a large 570

dataset of memes scraped from Reddit, and demon- 571

strate that it yields coherent, visually diverse clus- 572

ters of semantically similar memes. We make these 573

clusters and the code publicly available for future 574

research. Finally, we use these clusters to study 575

language variation and change in subreddits. We 576

show that variations between meme template are 577

socially meaningful and memes often share usage 578

patterns with the textual language that has been 579

studied in the past. We find that memes can be rich 580

resources for understanding social language use. 581
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10 Ethical considerations582

The data used in this work was collected from Red-583

dit in 2021 and is publicly available. To preserve584

the right to be forgotten, we release only the post585

IDs of the posts we used and the labels from the se-586

mantic clustering process. There may be offensive,587

hateful, or sexual messages present in the memes588

and comments in this dataset.589

The models we trained are also publicly avail-590

able. We use them only to better understand the591

semantics of memes. We do not train any genera-592

tive models, and warn against training generative593

models on the data without careful consideration of594

how to mitigate the toxic, offensive, or otherwise595

harmful outputs that might be generated.596

11 Limitations597

We note several limitations to this work. First, we598

only study memes posted to Reddit meme commu-599

nities, which are topically-focused and primarily600

English-speaking. One should be cautious in ex-601

trapolating these results to other settings in which602

memes are used. However, our data pipeline and603

models are platform agnostic—the semantic clus-604

ters can be generated from any set of memes. By605

making our code and models public, we hope to606

encourage other researchers to replicate and extend607

our analysis to other settings.608

The meme clustering pipeline is also imperfect.609

As we note in the paper, the visual clustering is610

overly aggressive, resulting in the same base im-611

age being split into multiple template clusters. Al-612

though we show that the semantic clustering step613

mostly addresses this issue, improving the visual614

clustering could yield more precise analysis. Addi-615

tionally, there are edge cases where a small visual616

modification changes the semantic meaning (e.g.,617

sometimes the order of panels is reversed). The618

data pipeline does not always identify these visual619

differences.620

Finally, the time series analyses are limited by621

data sparsity in earlier years—this is due in part to622

a smaller Reddit user-base, but also because many623

images have been deleted or removed since they624

were first posted. Though it is unlikely that this625

natural decay is systematic in a way that would sig-626

nificantly bias our estimates, it nonetheless reduces627

the precision of our analysis.628
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A Details on visually clustering templates917

A.1 Preprocessing918

One common meme layout that would caused is-919

sues in the template clustering step was a text frame920

around the source image, where there is a border921

around a source image, as well as some text above922

or below (see Figure 9a for an example).923

For each image, we use a rectangular kernel to924

detect potential text patches, replace those patches925

with the background color, and finally identify the926

bounding box for the remaining source image with-927

out any excess borders. Figure 9 walks through the928

steps visually.929

A.2 Image hashing930

We create a 64-bit perceptual hash for each pre-931

processed image in the dataset. The preprocessed932

images are only used for the hashing step; all other933

steps use the original image. Figure 10 shows exam-934

ples of images whose preprocessed versions have935

the same hash.936

A.3 Hash clustering937

We first compute pairwise Hamming distance be-938

tween all the hashes. Then, we discard any pairs939

with a Hamming distance greater than 10. Then940

we construct a network of hashes, where edges of941

the graph are calculated as 11− dij for Hamming942

distance dij between the ith and jth hashes before943

finally using the Leiden algorithm to cluster hashes.944

Figure 11 shows the top 18 most heavily repre-945

sented hash clusters, with 4 sampled images from946

each.947

We use the Leiden algorithm with the Constant948

Potts Model (CPM) as the quality function; we949

use a density of 1.0, but experiments with other950

density values (0.01, 0.1, 10) yielded qualitatively951

similar or worse results. The algorithm results in952

aggressively split clusters, where each cluster is953

coherent, but there are some memes that share a954

base template but are split between two clusters 955

(e.g. Winnie the Pooh appears twice in Figure 11, 956

among others). 957

We find that these duplicate hash clusters are 958

often merged when we generate the semantic clus- 959

ters. 960

B Details on the semantic clusters 961

B.1 Training details 962

The RoBERTa and CLIP models were fine-tuned 963

using the Huggingface transformers library (Wolf 964

et al., 2020). The RoBERTa model was fine-tuned 965

on an NVIDIA A5000 GPU for 3 epochs (27 hours) 966

with a learning rate of 1e-6. The CLIP model 967

was fine-tuned with mixed-precision on 8 NVIDIA 968

A6000 GPUs for 3 epochs (27 hours) with a learn- 969

ing rate of 4e-6. There was no hyperparameter 970

tuning. 971

B.2 Calculating edge weights. 972

To prepare the data for clustering, we constructed a 973

weighted adjacency matrix by keeping only the top 974

10 nearest neighbors for each template embedding. 975

We calculated the weight as 976

wa(b) = λra(b), 977

where wa(b) is the weight of the edge between 978

templates b and a, ra(b) is the rank of the cosine 979

similarity between a and b, and λ is a discount 980

factor (we set this to 0.9). 981

We chose to weight by a function of ranked sim- 982

ilarity instead of cosine similarity directly because 983

we found the cosine similarity was often low even 984

for the embeddings of semantically equivalent tem- 985

plates, resulting poor recall and many small clus- 986

ters. Using the weighted ranking, we get more 987

templates per cluster without introducing too many 988

false positives. 989

B.3 Outputs 990

There are 784 semantic clusters generated from the 991

RoBERTa embeddings—table 2 shows statistics for 992

cluster sizes for all of the models. We include more 993

extensive examples of the clusters in appendix D. 994

The distribution of clusters is highly skewed. 995

Figure 12 shows the distribution of cluster sizes in 996

our Reddit dataset, for the RoBERTa embeddings. 997

The largest 103 clusters account for 50% of the 998

posts the dataset. The largest 10 account for 12%. 999
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(a) Original image (b) Remove text (c) Remove text artifacts (d) Trim excess borders

Figure 9: Example of the image preprocessing steps, described in Section 2.1

(a) 8763e2636178d897

(b) 9465a9596e1a66bc

Figure 10: Examples of groups of meme instances with
the same perceptual hash when processed.

C Model evaluation details1000

Human annotators were presented with pairs of1001

images with the following instructions:1002

You will be looking at pairs of memes;1003

for each pair, you will be answering two1004

yes/no questions.1005

1. is this pair semantically similar (can1006

you conceivably copy / paste the1007

text of one into the other with mi-1008

nor changes and have it still make1009

sense)1010

2. is this pair visually similar (do they1011

have the same characters, art style,1012

etc? e.g. two harry potter memes. If1013

the layout is the same but the charac-1014

Figure 11: Sample images from the 18 most common
perceptual hash clusters; each row contains two clusters
with four sampled images.

Model # Clusters Avg. Size
RoBERTa 784 8.7
CLIP 657 10.4
CLIP-diff 617 11.1
Concat. 685 10.0

Table 2: Count and average sizes of semantic clusters
generated from each embedding model.
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Figure 12: Distribution of semantic cluster coverage

ters are different, you should mark1015

it as not visually similar)1016

The annotators were three students employees1017

whose job responsibilities included such annnota-1018

tions. They were recruited at a large public univer-1019

sity in the United States and paid above the min-1020

imum wage for the geographic region they’re in.1021

They were informed that their annotations would1022

be used to evaluate different model outputs.1023

Figure 13 includes examples of some of the im-1024

age pairs presented to annotators, as well as the1025

expected judgments for semantic and visual simi-1026

larity.1027

We calculate metrics on the model judgments1028

over the set of all annotated pairs (across models).1029

This not only allows us to evaluate on a larger set1030

of annotations, but also helps highlight differences1031

between models.1032

We found that CLIP-based methods would in-1033

clude clusters that were visually similar but seman-1034

tically different. Figure 14 shows an example of a1035

cluster generated with CLIP embeddings that con-1036

tains meme templates that have different semantic1037

functions, but almost all contain characters from1038

the Star Wars franchise. This cluster had an visu-1039

ally adjusted precision score of -2.08.1040

The failure case of over-indexing on visual simi-1041

larity is not restricted to creating semantically in-1042

coherent clusters with visual similarity. The CLIP-1043

diff and, to a greater extent, Concat embeddings1044

were good at surfacing less-used variants of tem-1045

(a) Semantically and visually similar

(b) Semantically similar, visually different

(c) Semantically different, visually similar

(d) Semantically and visually different

Figure 13: Example meme pairs for annotation
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plates. However, they do so at the expense of split-1046

ting into several stylistically delineated semantic1047

clusters, which is detrimental to our desired anal-1048

ysis on variation. Figure 15 shows how templates1049

from the large RoBERTa cluster for declarative1050

templates are divided into several Concat clusters.1051

D Further semantic cluster examples1052

Figures 16,17,18,19 contain more examples of se-1053

mantic clusters generated using the different em-1054

bedding models. Content warning: though we tried1055

to filter for toxic speech, these memes may still1056

contain offensive content.1057

Figure 14: This Concat cluster has a low visual-adjusted
precision.
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(a) RoBERTa Cluster 0 (b) Concat Cluster 2

(c) Concat Cluster 31 (d) Concat Cluster 134

Figure 15: Templates that are clustered together by RoBERTa appear in stylistically delineated semantic clusters in
the Concat clusters. Displayed are a sample of up to 16 templates from each cluster.
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(a) Cluster 0 (b) Cluster 1

(c) Cluster 10 (d) Cluster 30

Figure 16: Samples from RoBERTa clusters
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(a) Cluster 0 (b) Cluster 1

(c) Cluster 36 (d) Cluster 23

Figure 17: Samples from CLIP clusters
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(a) Cluster 0 (b) Cluster 1

(c) 32 (d) Cluster 22

Figure 18: Samples from CLIP-diff clusters
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(a) Cluster 0 (b) Cluster 1

(c) Cluster 15 (d) Cluster 29

Figure 19: Samples from CLIP-diff + RoBERTa clusters
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